
Studies In Hindu thought.

Perception
Analysed Psychologically, Epistemologically

and O-ntologically after the
r Yedanta.

Perception, as a source of knowledge, plays
i very important role in almost all the systems
of philosophy. This fact led the empiricists to

maintain that perception is the only source of

knowledge. All the systems of Indian philoso-

phy in the midst of the divergence of their views

agree that perception is an instrument of know-

ledge. Kant had sufficient insight- to perceive
that analytical thought could not produce the

content of knowledge. Logic and Episternology,

however, occupy a peculiar position in the
Vedantic system. The central truth of the

Yedanta, the pure self or Brahman, is revealed
and not ascertained by any 'human evidence'

like that of perception and inference. Still

perception and inference have a place in the

Vedanta, for though they cannot yield the sacred
truth, they yet point to it.DR
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2 STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

Perception is Brahman itself, the immediate

identity of tlie knower and the known (JTcTpcT

All determinate knowledge
means self-abnegation as it leads to the stratifica-

tion or modalisation of the pure consciousness

into three particular forms: determinate self-

consciousness (IWIS ^rrai), modes of conscious-

ness (TWF! %rTO)> empirical object

The mind goes out by the sense-gates of

the body and take^ the form of the object in

the act of perception. It is objected that this

going out of the mind implies a materialistic

conception. This objection, however, is not

tenable as Sankar recognises no distinction

between the self and the material objects.

Ultimately Sankar maintains that the body is

phenomenal, the space is phenomenal and this

going out of the mind is illusoiy. In ancient

Greece and India it was held that the common

sensory w^eut out to meet the object. Know-

ledge thus shows the^ spontaneous activity of

the self. But subsequently there was a

transference from the object-centric to the ego-

centric view. According to modern psychology

the objects come from without and evoke the

reaction of the Sense-organs. The objects
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STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

stimulate the peripheral nerves, the stimulation

is carried to the brain and then the image of the

object is produced. As the mind in perception

goes out and takes the form of the object, there

is unity of space-position between the modalised

consciousness and the empirical object. This

unity of sp&ce-position distinguishes perception

ffom inference. In inference the mind does not

go out to meet the object but only thinks of it.

'This distinction is practically the same as

that drawn in modern ps3^cbology, only viewed

from the point of view of the self's spontaneity,

that in perception the given element and its

interpretation are welded together in a unity,
while in inference they are kept distinct.'

In the act of perception there is also the

unity of time ( T^^n^ftcfc^) ,
otherwise the remem-

brance of past happiness would be a case of

perception. Unity of time-position thus dis-

tinguishes perception from memory for the

object of memory precedes the act of memory.

The Nai3^ayika raises the objection that

if unity of time and space were the only condi-

tions of perception, the knowledge we get by
means of words of the merit and demerit present
in us would be a case of perception. In orderDR
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4 STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

to avoid this .difficulty, the Vedantic replies

that another condition is necessary namely 'the

object should be capable of being cognised by
the sense' ( SffaTc^' ). It is nature ( ^WTI ) that

shows us which object is thus capable of being

cognised and which is not. This Vogyatva
7

or
cthe object being capable of being cognised

5

distinguishes perception from Sabda which deals

with supersensuous objects.

A perceptive act, according to the Sankar

Ved^nta, involves three conditions naniety unity

of time, unity of space and 'yog3
ratva\ Percep-

tion means the identity of the modalised consci-

ousness which has taken the form of an

empirical object and of the empirical-object-

consciousness which is capable of being cognised

by the senses- (

The Sankar Vedanta analysis of the

process of perception from the psychogical stand-

point is characterised by a deep introspective

analysis in as much as it has pointed out the

three conditions of perception. It lays great

Stress on the spontaneous activity of the self in

perception. Unlike Hume and Locke, who makeDR
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IN HINDU THOUGHT. 5

the self passive iu the act of perception, Kant

and the Sankarite emphasise the activity of the

self in perception.

The greatest defect of the Sankar Vedanta

theory of perception is that it does not take any
notice of the psychological facts. Again in percep*

tion, the group of sensations, says Titchener,

is supplemented by images. Tl\e Vedanta

psychology of perception takes no account of

these images which together with the sensations

constitute the percept. The Sankarite sides with

the psychology of the Association School in

maintaining that sensations come as discrete

psychical facts. James points out the error

of this psychological atomism and holds that

the primitive consciousness is not a duality but

one confused mass of presentations in which

the subject, the object, space, time and the

categories are all rolled up together. All

knowledge grows by dissociation among the

elements of this consciousness. It is out of

such a matrix that clear consciousness is evolved.

The Sankar Vedanta has noticed the sponta-

neous activity of the self in perception but it

has not adequately taken account of the

pragmatic factors the will in cognition and
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6 STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

the interest which exert a great influence on

perception. The Sankarite thinks that the

mind takes the form of the object and in this

it betrays the fact that it has not been able to

shake off completely the tendenc}^ to look npon
an object and tke knowledge of it as two different

entities. Bergsoii maintains that it is vain to

attribute to the cerebral substance the property
of engendering representations. Its function

is selective; and those parts of the environment

which it selects by its action, are the content of

perception. A perception is not something
added to reality nor is it something of the mind

projected on the object,

'

nor something of

the object projected towards the mind. Percep-

tion is a selection from reality-. It is selection,

sa3
rs Wildofc Carr, which gives to the perception

its distinctness and individuality. The percep-

tion does not represent but is the reality,

The Sankarites are not representationists

who, like the Sautrantikas, believe in the

existence of an external material world which

may be inferred as the cause and ground of our

sensations, but do not allow an immediate percep-

tion or presentation of it. These representa-

tionists are what Hamilton calls ^potheticalDR
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STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT. 7

Dualists those who assume a duality of existence

mental and material. He also calls them

CosmotKetic Idealists t. e. Idealists who only

assume but do not immediately perceive the

cosmos or external material world. In opposi-

tion to these representationists like Locke, the

Sankarites side with the Baibhasikas and

maintain a presentationists' theory of perception

and think that the external world is an object

of direct, immediate perception. They corres-

pond to such thinkers as Descartes, Reid,

Hamilton, Martineau etc.

Perceptions according* to the Sankarite

may first be divided into ^rfe^v^RRT and f^rfscRTW^T

i. e. conceptual knowledge and relationles;

intuition. That which enters into the relation

of particulars is conceptual knowledge. A
specific mode constituted by relations gives ^rt%-

3v^T=fi ?TT (ffWTT3*nf% ?TR*) as in 'I see the jar,'

On the otherhand that which does not enter

into relation of concepts is Relationless

Intuition eg. 'He is that Devadatta.' f^f^foR^T^t

is the original data and ^rf33T<**T3T is derivative.

is non-relational knowledge. The
are there but they do not enter into any

relation. It is however not below the threshold
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8 STUDIES JN HINDU THOUGHT.

of-consicousness. In 1%fe?3i^f HrUtf there arise

in Brahman individual presentations of the

nature of hallucination. And in ^fe^^T^T Ucrra

these are schematised and ordered by means
of the relating activity of individuated conscious-

ness. According to Kant, however, perception

is indeterminate in the form of a manifold of

sense and it becomes determinate when ordered

by means of the categories. Hence determinate

perception is more subjective. According to

Nyaya, faf^^T 'S'R is below the threshold of

consciousness, there being no conscious 'relation

there. Satrikalpak*Jffana ( ^f^i^sff =57^ ) alone

is present and from this by a logical process

we go back to the stage of relationless intui-

tion, which is not capable of being cognised

by the senses but is a matter of inference.

Nirbikalpak Jnan ( f^fch^j^ 51 T ) is an

explanatory hj^pothesis leading to Sabikalpak

Jnan ( ^fe^nw ^TT ). Hegel agrees with the

Naiyayikas in recognising the categories as

rot something foreign, but as something already

there in an implicit form. The Naiyayikas

hold that the passage from the implicit to

the explicit is due to the relating activity of

the mind. According to Hegel however, it is

the result of the inner dialectic. According to
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SUUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

the Buddhists Nirbikalpak Jnan

Is the condition in which objectless psychoses

emerge out of the void or absolute indefinite by
a process of negation within ^negation. In Sabi-

kalpak Jnan (^ft3T^nGr3F ^T^) there is a further

definition of these psychoses by means of

Vikalpa ( fira^nj ) or the schematism of the

thinking process. We see, therefore, that Sankar,

Kant and the Buddhists agree in recognising

the Nirbikalpak ( frf^^nrer ) state as a pure

manifold. The Bikalpas ( fo*3i| )
are an extra-

neous addition and hence the schematised

manifold gives only illusory presentations.

Perception can be further classified into

intuitive knowledge of the limited self and

intuitive knowledge of the supreme self

Perception may also be either produced

by the senses or not (^fS^g^tg* Tf^m^rai* ^f). This

classification corresponds to Locke's perceptions

due to internal and external senses. Knowledge

produced by the internal sense or mind is called

by the Sankarite, for he does not recog-

nise mind as a sense. This division to some extent

resembles Kulpe's classification of sensations

into peripherally excited and centrally excited.
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10 STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT,

The perception of distance, according to

the Vedantist, is a matter of presentation and

not of inference
(^ *rfeT ^ ^Tr? r& fore^si' *Tc?T

^ ^ f^ERj* *2^ff;)The two senses, ears and eyes,

are TTT^CPCt. They go out and meet the object

This going forth means localisation and projec-

tion in space. The Vedantins' theory of the

perception of distance is rather crude. Justice

is not done by it to all the factors entering into

the perception of distance. Experimental

psycholog3^ agrees with the Sankarite in holding

that the perception of distance is generally of

visual origin. But it adds that the apprecia-

tion of distance is due to the fusion of retinal

impressions, the muscular movements of the

accommodating muscles of the eyes as well as

the convergence of the eyes.

The Sankar Vedan tin's Psychology of

Illusions and hallucinations is a valuable

contribution. Illusion is not a case of unconsc-

ious judgment nor an inference nor a memory-

image. Illusion, according to the Sankarite, is

a case of presentation, (a) Something present-

ed as an objective back ground T^*f ( eg.-nacre)

(b) comes in contact with ^farral^T the fault

may be due either to the diseased condition ofDR
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STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT. 11

the eyes or to faint light, and (c) produces

. (d) This

fiT?T ifTf by the law of association gives rise

through ?Tfrf ^Narre (e) to tbe^RftW or awakening
of *5TrRlfa?[ 'SfTTTW* i. e. infiwiftrar *3frftrqT^T by
the transformation of nescience, (f) Then the

identification of 3JTf%%rng ^^^R^T^f^E^" %rRT

and ?3fcinl^ig^ %cR[ gives rise to the perception

of illusion.

The Naiyayikas object that there is no

necessity to posit the production of an apparent

silver to prove *3rf5fRTR. We can account for it by

holding that a silver perceived elsewhere may
be the object of this present false apprehension.

Ramanuja, supporting the Naiyayikas, holds

that illusion is due to erroneous judgment.

To this the Sankarites replj- that in order

to be an object of apprehension, though illusory,

it must be immediately present and hence a piece

of silver perceived elsewhere at a different

time cannot be the object of the present'percep-

tion. The Naiyayika in order to defend his

position holds that though in an illusion there is

no direct -sense-contact with the object, j^et there

is some mediated contact called T^T^rffT i.e. non-

sensuous contact. The Sankarite replies that
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1 2 STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

in that case inference cannot be established

.us a separate ntTR since fire which is a matter of

inference can be held to be an object of percep-
tion through mediated and indirect contact of

It is again objected that on the Sankrite

principle it is impossible to distinguish between

real silver and an illusory silver. The Vedantin

replies that it is true that both are cases of

superiniposition on the self. But there is an

^element of subjectivity entering in TnfrTVTTfoafi

*5Tc[ which marks it off from a piece of real silver.

My illusion of silver is congnised by me alone

while the real silver may be cognised by all. In

this sense mfcWTfofi ?^r[ is ^^ ^if^^I and

like pleasure and pain, incapable of being

cognised by others

Like pleasure and pain, the illusory

silver is superimposed on the self. And we say

that we are happy or miserable. But why
do not we say that we are silver ? The Sankarite

replies that T and 'silver' cannot be felt

together. For when we feel happ3^, we think

that we are feeling happiness. But when we

perceive the silver we never feel that we are
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STUDIES IN HINEU THOUGHT. 13

silver but it is silver

\\7hy should not the witnessing self

immediately perceive the Jnf?wfol3T V3(r{ with-

out the help of the f% ? The reply is that

as it is a case' of perception and as' ifff is an

essential condition of perception, the psychosis

is necessary. /

In the case of an illusion
,
we have two

ffrT's (i) ^RJ?f% and (ii) TTlf?WTf%^ ?^m^T^lf%,
The first irftr is correct as it is a correct presenta-

tion, the second also is a true memory image.

Ontologically, hold the Pravakaras, there is no

error but error is pragmatic. The Sankarite

replies that it is true that there are two
^frfs

or mental modes but both are unified by one

and the same %rRj which is connected with

what is true as well as what is false. Conscious-

ness interpenetrates and integrates both what is

true and what is false and hence there arises error.

All ps3?chologists, ancient or modern,

admit that in an illusion there are two factors

presentation and representation. Sankar lays all

the emphasis on the presentative elements and
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14 STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

lience arises the defect in his psychology of

illusion the assumption of indescribableness

'{ ^rfaclp^r^q^ ). Such an assumption, Ramanuja

maintains, dose not dispoes of the fact that in an

illusory experience something is apprehended
as something else and as the assumption of

erroneous judgment (^*3?H *5nfa ) consisting

in the ascription of the nature of one thing to

another is in itself sufficient to explain illusion,

the further assumption of an absolutel}
7 un verifi-

able and indescribable principle is not necessary..

As the erroneous judgment has to be assumed

in some form, the theory that illusion does not

consist ill erroneous judgment but in the experi-

ence of something indescribable is untenable.

Sully and other psychologists support Ramanuja.
The greatest defect of both Ramanuja and
Sankara is that they do not take notice of

psychological facts in their psychology of illusion.

Wundt thinks that the main psj
Tchical conditions

of abnormal states consist (i) in the abnormal

character of the psychical elements (ii)in

.abnormalities in the wa}r in which psychical

compounds are constituted and (in) in abnormali-

ties in the way in which ps3-chical compounds
,are combined and he also co-relates these psjrclii-

,cal conditions with pli3'siological conditions.DR
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STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT. IS

When elements, says Wuiidt, are united

partly from direct external stimulation and partly

from reproduction, the sei^se impression may
be essentially modified through the intensity of

the reproduced elements. The result is then

an illusion of fancy. The illusions are in their

psychological character nothing but assimila-

tions. They may be defined as assimilations

in which the reproduced elements predominate.

Ribot in his 'Diseases of memory' gives emphasis
to the physiological facts in explaining

illusions.

The psychology of illusion leads us, as a

side-issue, to the discussion of the nature of

dreams. Like illusory silver, the objects 01 the

dream-world are not merely remembered past

experiences but creations of the present moment.
The dream-impressions carry with them the

stamp of perception and are further instances

of OTfiwrfacft reality. The Sankarite opposes the

TTWT3JT theory that dream-images contain no

preseutative element. In dreams we have certain

recollections falling in a series. In %mf|^ ?TT
the f^[9 is ^^fwrl but in dreams the fa-R is

ssnff rT. Again the senses in dreams have ce.iscd

their functioning, and we know that mind is n,)t
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16 STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

Independent of cjffftt^Is in matters relating to

external objects. The orderly procession of

chariots etc. in a dream majr be explained by

^"fTpsrarFR i. e. the activities in dream may be

explained by memory, imagination and their

combination. Disjointed images follow one

another in a dream and. there is absence of

judgment or

In the Vedantic theory of dream it is

maintained that owing to "faT[?W there is a

modification of nescience. But here we have no

positive condition of dreams in the Vedanta,

Some Indian medical writers and certain

Sankhya philosophers hold that we have a ^53W~

TPft through which the currents come and go

in sleep. There may not be peripheral stimula-

tion in the case of Tf^WU in dreams. Kulpe

maintains that the older theories looked

upon dreams as the result of a spontaneous

edeational activity and attempted to wring

some deep meaning from them by all

means of -symbolical explanations. Experi-

mental researches, however, have traced the

origin of dreams to the intensive action of exter-

nal or internal stimuli! upon definite sensory

centres. All ideas which are not directly relatedDR
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STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT. 17

to the particular excitations remain inhibited,

Wnndt holds that in sleep the mind is almost

wholly cnt off from the rest of the world and the

controlling power of apperception is wholly

suspended. Yet dreaming is not wholly un-

affected by extra-mental things, it seems often

to be excited, and its direction and character

determined b}^ the condition and working of the

bodily organs e.g., any slight obstruction or dis-

order of the liver inevitably produces disagree-

able dreams.

The Sankarite theor}^ of perception

comprises a good deal of epistemological matter.

The Sankarite begins with a definition of correct

knowledge (TWT) If we exclude memory-knowl-
edge, then the two characteristics of knowledge
are novelty and its being uncontradicted by
experience. ( ^f^mTrfecfT^' f^^^T^coT* USTTc^ }

If we include memory-knowledge, then only the

latter mark will suffice. Kulpe also maintains

that only peripherally excited sensations have

this property of novel t}
r

. This definition of true

knowledge also extends to persisting cognition

(enTT^lfw^f^Oof the same object e,g., the pot. The

perception of time is involved in the persisting

cognition of the same object. And as each
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18 STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

moment differs from another moment, the

persisting cognition of the pot is therefore

different at each moment. Moreover, when \ve

are perceiving the pot, the knowledge remains

the same, unless it is contradicted by an opposite

knowledge. 'The theory of the persistence

of the presentation fits in with the peculiar

realism of Vedanta which demands an intuition-

continuum for every grade of abstract thought.'

(Studies in Vedantism)

The problem of truth and error is one of

the central problems of philosophy. Various

theories have been advanced as to the test of

truth. We have seen that according to the

Sankarite a presentation is true when the fcjtjij

is ^RfWrt cTT *raiftlrr This W^Hrn^ftsg as a

mark of presentation, really seeks to secure the

original, primary character of that knowledge.
It means also that there must be an element of

novelty in an advance of knowledge. All IWT

must contain something new in addition to its

being primary and original. This is the exten-

sion of the same problem from inference to

presentation, and the question is tackled not

logically but psychologically. Hindu logic

comprehends the value and validity of
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STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT. 19

perception as well as of judgment and inference,

Uncriticised perception is defective. The

logical apparatus of criticism must,therefore, be

applied to preception as well. This characteristic

distinguishes the Hindu Logic from the western

Logic which is busy with the test of the truth

of inference only. The certainty of memory-

knowledge lies in its being uncontradicted. d̂
fa

has as much validity as presentation. If we
^exclude

d̂fa, we have to exclude the entire past

from the field of certitude, thereby leaving the

greater part of life groundless. Hence W
dfw is also

a source of certitude. ^fais to the past what

IT^J^I is to the present. This is also the view

of Bertrand Russel and many other Neo-realistSt

Sankar's test of truth is not merely

subjective but objective as wel

may be subjective but ^if^rR^ is objective.

The correspondence theory of truth states that

a true thought is one which claims to correspond

with a reality. But so does a false, and hence

the theory leaves us where we were, puzzled to

distinguish between truth and error. In order

to avoid the difficulty which wrecked the

correspondence theory, that of making the truth

-of an assertion reside in an inex^erienceableDR
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20 STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

relation to an unattainable reality,the co-herence

theory of truth maintains that an idea is true, if

it is consistent with the rest of our thoughts.

But it is hardly a test of objective truth

(Murray). The Pragmatists, the Naiyayikas

and the Buddhists hold that knowledge to be

valid which promotes an activity ending in

fruition, 'Truth is the harmony of experience

which is implied when the volitional reaction

that is promoted by a cognition and that

completes the circuit of consciousness meets with

fruition
1

(Dr. Seal's THE POSITIVE SCIENCES OF

THE ANCIENT HINDUS.) The Pragmatist's handl-

ing of this question of truth is confusing and

dangerous in so far as. it consists of loose

""generalisations condemning the practical or

satisfying character of truth. Through emphasis

on the practical aspect of truth, it has seemed
to make truth after all subjective, The

moralists, on the other hand, make truth a

harmony between thought and things. The

Sankarite definition of truth is an advance upon
all these views as it makes justice to both

the subjective and the objective elements of

truth.

Next comes the question of value and

validity of knowledge, There is only one
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STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT. 21

absolute IWT and that is Brahman. The rest

is merely relative knowledge. This empirical

world possesses only phenomenal reality and

is not contradicted till the knowledge of

Brahman is attained.

The philosophy of f^TTSF constitutes an

important part of the Epistemological aspect of

the Vedantic theory of perception. f3T!Sjis of two

kinds,namely 3"n? which means destruction along

with Hm^T^f (

i: l), the other fas<lT> which mears cancell-

ation of the effect, though the material cause

remains. The Cosmic illusion vanishes when

we attain the knowledge of Brahman ( ^T** ).

Illusions and dreams again are cancelled

when there is the cessation of the fault

as when the eye disease is cured or we get up
from sleep, or when there arises a contradictory
knowledge.

We now come to the ontological aspect of

the Vedantic theory of perception. Concious-

ness is eternal. Then how is modalised

consciousness produced by the contact of the

senses ? This is because consciousness as

modalised or rendered determinate is not

eternalDR
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22 STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

It Is objected that the mind

which is without any part cannot take the form

of the object and tbns become modalised. The

reply is that the mind has parts as it is created.

The Naiya3'ikas maintain that mind is

the internal sense. Pleasure and pain are the

qualities of the soul. It is by the internal sense

that the soul feels pleasure and pain. The
Vedantin replies that he does not include mind

under the category of senses, as there is no proof

to that effect. The proof rather lies on the

other side for we find in the Sruti

tnfw/
In opposition to the Nai3r

23
T

ikas, the

Vedantists of the Sankarite School reject the

class-concept and the relation of inherence

^W^ra ) The Naiyayika definition of

thus runs farnccf^fo W^WJ^rW*: When we

perceive a gz we perceive 3Z3 in 3Z., The
HZt^f has no parts. It is neither an attribute

nor an action. At the same time it is of the

nature of a percept and is eternal (fa?Uc=Oand

remains identically the same everywhere^

R^ri^). The Naiyayika first proves that

is "farfT, then proves that the farJT 32<3 is

and finally proves that fa^^^Ze^ isDR
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The Sankarite raises doubt concerning

the facTIc5r,T^ccr and ^^^rfcqT of snfa and then

about the concept of SFrrfrf. In the first place, as

there is no impression of 5U"f?f, there cannot be

any idea of 5f[frf. In the second place, the

Sankarite rejects all things eternal except

Brahman and therefore wrara as an eternal

relation does not exist. Hence class or

must be a mere figment of the imagination.

The distinction between 5ifa and

and ts^srrat is fine. Common

ubiquitous eternal consciousness is under-

going certain limitations in individual centres

in us all. It is believed in the Vedanta

that a certain conditioning stuff namely ^Ttt:-

fR^ is necessary. Through this *W.eRTO the

eternal consciousness is individuated and

becomes subject to HtiT or enjoyment. But along

with this experience, cognitive, emotional and

conative, there is the *T,^ft, the witnessing self,

This ^Tf^t is the individual centre, and the

whole experience of the individual passes

before the ^TRt as an appearance. The W^ is

also in the *W.3fP(w, which is necessary as a

condition here, but does not enter as an organic

and constituent element in the ^TT^t. Accord-DR
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24 STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

ing to Green, the eternal consciousness in every

act, be it perceptive, be it desire, is present.

It is an all-inclusive system of relations but

there is something which contradistinguishes

itself from the relations. It conditions the

relation but is different from the relation. This

is the ^rpsft of Sankar Vedanta. fs^t as a personal

centre has the same relation to the world as the

vfa to his organism. t^v^T^t is the conscious-

ness to which this cosmic panorama unfolds

itself t^WTWt is one and eternal since the

limiting condition or SOlfs of Maya is one and

eternal. When W^T is fesj^ (cRT^n^^^IT^rfaFr)

of t^src we get tRRS?? and when it is only an

of t*Rwe get

The Hindus have been a determinedly
moral race. This code of moral necessity or SH^T

is imposed even upon God. The Sankarite

description of creation is not like the Absolutist's

eternally realised order somehow come to be

adumbrated in the phenomenal aspect. Accord-

ing to the Sankarite, there is a pragmatic

reference in this Cosmic or creative fiat, or it is

guided by the 3ptr of the

As to the problem of monism and pluralismDR
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the Sankarite's reply is that in fact there

is one reality namely Brahman, but in the

phenomenal plane each individual centre con-

stitutes a reality by itself.

So also James admits that there is one

presentation continuum or experience, which

breaks up into subject and object. At each

individual centre, however, there is a peculiar

feeling of warmth and intimacy which makes my
experiences mint and not yours.

What is the nature of the percept? Of

this problem various solutions have been

offered. The agnostics hold that we are confined

within the magic circle of ideas, and can never

know what the percepts are. Kant held that

no predicate can be given to the dmg-an-sich.

The dualists like Descartes are of opinion that

the perceptual world is a material world

comprising mass and motion. The Neo-Realists
hold that the world of experience is immanent
as well as independent of the mind. The
cardinal principle of the Neo-Realist is the

independence of the immanent. James maintains

that the experience continuum is neither subjec-

tive nor objective. Idealism strongly supports the
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view that the percept is of the nature of idea.

The Sankarite maintains that the percept
has no reality independent of the subject

( TnPnS^TlTfM^m^Tn^c^TW^: ) But the Vedantist

does not agree with Berkeley that 'esse is percipi*

All that the Vedantist means is that the percept
is neither a mode nor an evolute of the subject,

but that its ^TlT, or substratum which maintains

it, is not different from the ^TlT of the subject

From the point of view of modalisation of

consciousness, the principle recognised is that

when there is unity of time and space, there is

identity. This principle of arrangement is the

basal principle of the Metaphysics of Schopenh-

auer that different things cannot be arranged

in the same points of time and space. The
Vedanta is by no means subjective idealism.

In fact it is a form of Absolute Idealism but not

of the Hegelian type. It differs from the subject-

ive Idealism of Berkeley and Fichte as well as

from Bijnanbadi Bauddhas. The world is not

my idea. But everyone of us is working under

the same cosmic illusion which after covering

the true nature of Brahman produces this world

of name and form. So there is some sort of

objectivity in this phenomenal world. Again,

there is some similarity between the SankaritesDR
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and the Bijnanbadi Bauddhas, but there is no

identity. For while the latter resolves every-

thing into momentary psychoses, the former

believes in one permanent underlying cons-

ciousness of which the subject and object are

modalisation.

The Vedanta like Bradley admits that

there are degrees or grades of reality. Leaving
aside the transcendental ( iR*U"fo 3f ) truth of

the existence of Brahman, we have in empirical

experience various grades of reality constituted

by the principle of cosmic illusion. According
to the gradation of ^Ttnf^ becoming more and

more fine ( ^J^R ), ^ift^IT in the course

of her trfww gives rise to the various grades
of reality: namely, ^fTfr^rerTT like ^Z, T&

corresponding to the phenomenal reality of

Kant, and TnfrWf^T ^ERTT which again is of two

kinds namely illusions and hallucinations and

dream-images. The TTTfiwrftraTOTTT is contra-

dieted in the course of this mundane experience,

while oSfa^iR^FT W*\1 is contradicted only when
the knowledge of Brahman is attained. Again
ssrawifafr ^r!T possesses some sort of objectivity.

The 3Z is perceived by all. But there is an

element of subjectivity in infhvnftrafr ^TWT. MyDR
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28 STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

dreams aud illusions are mine and not yours.

The cause of ^r^ifer ?{T!T is the one cosmic

illusion while the cause of Tufprvrrftrar WrH is some

defect over and above the cosmic illusion. In

case of optical illusion, the defect pertains either

to the diseased condition of the eyes or to faint

light. In the case of dreams the defect pertains

to sleep. There are other organic and physical

conditions of sleep which we find in ancient

Indian medical books but of which the Vedanta

takes no account The distinction between

illusion and dream-images lies in this that

while dream images are ^if^rT in ^ %fl5T the

of illusion is

On analysing the Sankarite theory of

-perception , psychologically, epistemologically

and ontologically, we see that there are

three conditions of perception viz. unity of time

and place and sft^Ic^. Perceptions may be classi-

fied into ^ft3r3T:?T and fa^S*WW, <tNwl^ and

i^TOT^ and Tf^ra^ all(j ^V^sn^tq. We have

also referred to the Sankarite psychology

of illusions and dreams. Under the epist-

emological aspect we have discussed the

definition of true knowledge, the value and

validity of knowledge and the philosophy ofDR
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| Under the ontological aspect we have
discussed the relation of consciousness to

modalised consciousness, and similar minor
questions. We have referred to the Sankarite
refutation of STlfrT and ^RTTSr and have shown the

distinction between 5ih and sjfa^ral and \w. and

lipPBT^. We have also discussed the problem of

monism v. pluralism, and of the nature of the

percept. The grades of reality according to

the Sankar Vedanta have been referred to. And
finally, it has been shoun that the Sankar-
Vednata is by no means Subjective Idealism but
a form of Absolute Idealism, though not of the

Hegelian type.
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The Self as Transcendental Subject.

We may strike the note of universal

skepticism but the existence of our own self

cannot be doubted. Descartes made the experi-

ment. He began to doubt everything. But

however far he carried his doubt, one fact

remained irrefragable, nay even became more

certain the more he doubted namely the

existence of the ego that doubts Cogito ergo

sum. Ever3^one is conscious of the existence of

his own self, and never thinks 4

I am not', ^ssffff

^T3TTf%c5r Vnft ^ nf?wrtfn ^W* W*f. We are thus

most certain of the existence of the self. But

what is the nature of this self ? Is the self to be
considered as a transcendental substance ?

The Charvakas deny that the self is a

transcendental substance. They identify the

conscious psychical reality with the bodily

vehicle. The human organism is the substrate

of consciousness.

The materialists of Europe in like manner

maintain that the brain secretes thought as the

stomach secretes bile. Consciousness is an

epipbenomenon, a bye-product of the brain.

A second school of the Charvakas holds thatDR
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the organism as such will not do. Mere vital

organs cannot serve our purpose. We want

sundry psychoses ff^J %cwfr ^naFTT WItit

The followers of Hiranyagarbha maintain that

the self is the vital breath, the biological

life. Even if the senses are destroyed, so long

as the principle of vitality endures, the indivi-

dual lives. Therefore according to these

philosophers apart from the body, there is no

transcendental self.

These materialistic theories which identify

the conscious psychical reality with the bodily

vehicle are utterly untenable. Consciousness

rTO) and matter (*Tf) are the two opposite poles

of reality. The self and the organism cannot be

identical, for "otherwise we might as well say

that iron is at bottom wood" (Marvin). The
views of the European materialists and the

Ix)kayatikas cannot be seriously maintained.

Madhavacharya in his 'Bibarana Promeya
Sangraha' raises three objections against the

theory of the second type of the Charvakas,
who hold that the body is the substrate of the

senses which constitute the self. Firstly, this

view would give rise to various selves as there

ar-e various senses. The self is thus reduced
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to a series of detached selves. Man is a colony

of animals. Each self is supposed to be indepen-

dently conscious. Secondly, this view cannot

therefore explain the recognition of personal

identity. Thirdly ,if the different senses constitute

the self, there would be simultaneous enjoyment
of sight, sound, taste etc. But we have succession

in the sensation-order. Hence the theory that

the senses constitute the self is untenable.

The Bijnanaba-^ n maintains that the self

is not identical with the body. There is nothing

other than the series of impermanent psychoses

and this cognition costitutes the self

I The psychoses are discrete but

they are held together by means of the conti-

nuitj^ of the stream of consciousness. This

^f?n f^jrf is a heterogeneous medley of the sen-

sations, each of which is momentary. Thus there

is a perpttial flux of momentary sensations. And
the continuity accounts for the sense of personal

identity. Hume also holds that there is no

continuing mind or soul. The stream of cons-

ciousness implies simply the combination of

man}7 psychical elements into one total whole.

Cognition is momentary according to the

Bijnanabadin. So however you bring tbejdea of
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'continuity, you cannot account for remembrance
;

recognition and the sense of personal identity,

A series of cognitions cannot think of itself as

a series. The Associationist School of Hume
and Hartley made this mistake. Unless there

-exists one continuous principle, equally connected

with the past, the present and the future, or an

abiding self which cognises everything, we are

unable to explain remembrance, recognition and

personal identity.

The Madhyamikas deny the existence of

everything, including the self. They hold that

if ft^PR or the series of appearances be taken

away, then what remains is zero and that is

the self. If you mention anything other than the

zero, it must be realised or experienced (SPCRPJ).

But what is realised or experienced is cognition,

;and cognition is a mere appearance. So every-

thing must be denied. And the Upanishads

declare "^T^lfa''- Thus both the inner

and the outer series are imagined in the back-

ground of Zero ( 3jn ) .

This nihilistic doctrine that everything"

is empty is contradicted by all means of right

knowledge and therefore requires no refutation.
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Moreover, as Descartes

pointed out, the existence of the self can

not be doubted. And,,, as BijnanVikshu

maintains, the non-existence of the self cannot

be proved ^1% ^T^RT TTf^RcpBT^flTWRT^I I Hence

it follows that the existence of the self is self-

evident*

The Sankar-Vedaiitist agrees with the

against the ITTW^t, with the f^T^lit against

the ?R3i<ft,with the wnzifaraf against the f^^T^lft

rising ultimately up to f^cnirrre*. This shows a

dialetical ascent. Ps3
rchical reaction is superior

to the merely biological. In the ^;W"3f^T*T

of the f^STT3Tft all pS3
rchoses fall into an orderly

stream. But all this is appearance. Yet it is

no zero not a complete obliteration. For even

if we say that all this is illusion (^TTrf^Tftti-

^T^ftrT) there must be some substrate of this

hallucination. Hence phenomenality presupposes

noumenality (^iwfc ^erf^Icr ). Appearance
is experienced ( ^trefa} ). Hence there must be

a subject (^Tpit). This transcendental subject is

the self.

According to Sankar the self is not a

transcendental substance with attributes. It is
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identical with, intelligence. It is pure

eternal consciousness, one without a second.

.ntelligence. is not its attribute but the very
tuff of which it is made. Being ( ^:T) and

hought ( f%rf ) become absolutely identical in

>ankar's Brahman. The very nature of the

ranscendental Ego is one eternal ^U^TSR^ ^f*^
elf-luminous consciousness. This conscious-

ness is natural and not adventitious, essential

and not accidental. This does not depend

ipon any aggregate of factors. The self-con-

ciousness is not caused and is independent.

The self is luminous and is ^^'^ (known) by

>eing and ^1%? (cognition)

The self is associated with a certain power
Called Maya or cosmic illusion. It is due to

:his power that the appearance of the material

world with the individual being is projected,

and the individual self appears to be enveloped
in conditions or upadh<s. This is the

phenomenal aspect of the self. When the

knowledge of Bnihrr^ir. rends the veil of illusion,

:he true self ^^Tl%iM*ri%^T^* shines forth
n all its glory.

The Naiyayika raises some objections

.gainst the Ved?.r.v.t"c hypothesis of the natureDR
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of the self. According to the Naiyayika the

position of the Vedantist that self-consciousness

is unconditioned (^^lTf^J ^frcf) is not tenable.

Moreover, the self is not only the knower,

but an agent (3frTT) and an enjoyer

Knowledge is phenomenal. It stays a

few moments and then subsides. But the self,

according to the Naiyayika and the Vaisesika,

is a substance ( 5=5[ ). Intelligence is a

separable attribute and arises to Purusha when

the self is joined to a body, supplied with sense

organs, and acted on by objects through those

sense-organs. This knowledge again disappears

in the state of disjointment from the body.

Hence the soul substance is not essentially

conscious. It is unconscious ( 5Tf ), though

capable of being endowed with consciousness.

The various organs and the organism are to be

taken as instruments ( 3?R*H ), and they

necessarily imply the agent ( JTsftsrar!) . As
the charioteer is inferred from the movements
of the chariot, so the purposive bodily

movements, selective and rejective ( %rtt1%r?

JTrfa *rft?T* ^fa %3$f*raWpsr ) imply a purposive,

controlling 'guide. The Naiyayika maintains

that ^Zt$3* simply indicates the *%Z. When
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it is enriched by the empirical consciousness

'STZJTf^TRTfir it is only WFffirfw *3Z. Hence there

is no reference to ^STf* Either it is the ^Z

or the knowledge of the *3Z. There is knowledge

bnt no self-knowledge. Thus according to the

Naiyayika, the subject in knowing objects

becomes conscious of itself. But the subject

cannot become the object the spiritual entity
can never be an object of direct knowledge
(UTTre ).

The Sankar Vedantist replies that the

self is self-luminous ( ^nr^fTO ) without any
reference to the objects. It is a self-manifested

spiritual entity. This accounts for ?elf-

consciousness and also shows that self-conscious-

ness is unconditioned. Moreover, when the

cosmic illusion disappears, there only remains

?fflRnT s^T?sr* sHiT There is nothing to do and

nothing to enjoy. So in the transcendental

plane, the self is only knower ^T<TT, though
in the phenomenal plane it may be spoken of

as an agent and an enjoyer. The Sankar

Vendaiitists and the Ratnanujists maintain that

the Nyaya Vaisesika theory of the self is utterly

untenable,as it reduces the self into an essentially

non-intelligent object comparable to a store,
with intelligence as an adventitious quality
of it.DR
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Ramanuja is one of the strong opponents
of Sankar. He maintains that the self is an

essentially intelligent substance with intelligence

as its necessary attribute. The relation of self

to consciousness is one of substanc* and attribute

( H^f and wk ).
The self is not identical

with knowledge ( f^cl^K^a ) but has conscious-

ness as its attribute ( r3l4f ). Smell is a

quality of the earth and is also distinct from it.

So knowledge which is expressed in relations

such as
(

I know' and is a quality of the knowing

subject is distinct frcm the knowing subject.

orft

) Scriptural texts also affirm

this relation "^T^c^3^sr''.Tbe Scripture Some-

times even states distinctly that knowledge is

something distinct from the knowing subject viz.

in the passage 'For there is not known any

intermission of the knowing of the knower.'

Sometimes it is urged that the scripture in certain

passages speaks of the self as being mere

knowledge ( not a knower ) . This can be

explained thus. The self in these passages is

designated as knowledge, for knowledge

constitutes the essential quality of the self.
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When the self is spoken of as having knowledge
for its essential nature, it is to be understood

that knowledge constitutes its essential quality*

Therefore self is not identical with consciousness,

but it has consciousness as its essential attribute

Sankar in his Hastarnalak ably refutes

Ramanuja's theory of the self. Ramanuja
maintains that consciousness and self stand in

the relation of attribute and substance. But

this relation, Sankar points out, is logically

inconsistent. The relation between intelligence

and self may be either one of identity

or of difference or of identity in difference

If intelligence be different in nature from

the self, no relation of substance and attri-

bute is possible between them (

:) In the case of difference, the

relation between self and intelligence may be

either external combination ( *fcft*T ) or internal-

relations ( *RTRT ) External combination

indicates the contact of two corporeal things.

But self ''and intelligence are not corporea;.

Hence there can be no relation of external

combination between self and intelligence. Can

the two .be combined by an internal relationDR
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) ? If there be relation of Saniabaya

between self and intelligence, the relation must

somehow be related to the self, this second

relation also must somehow be related to the

self and in this way we are landed in the fallacy

of regressus adinfimtum ( ^spnRST ^1W ). Hence

in the case of the difference of nature of the self

and intelligence, there can be no relation of

substance and attribute between them. In the

case of identity of nature, the relation of

substance and attribute becomes all the more

impossible, for an object is not an attribute of

itself; whiteness is not an attribute of whiteness.

Now let us consider the case of identity in

difference. It would be contradictary to hold

that one thing is both identical with and

different from another. It is maintained that

intelligence has two aspects, in one aspect it is

of a similar nature to the self and in its

character as intelligence it differs from the self..

In its aspect of similarity intelligence is identical

with the self. But in its aspect of difference, as

we have shown above, intelligence cannot be an

attribute of self. Hence the relation between

the self and intelligence cannot be that of

substance and attribute; the relation can only

be one of identity. (rj^(Tc| ^ll^T fa?^pr ^ ffcfDR
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) Hence the self is identical with

intelligence. It is not a transcendental^

substance but a transcendental subject.

The controversy between Ramanuja and

Sankar rages round the nature of the self

whether it is a transcendental substance or a

transcendental subject. In the West also philo-

sophers are divided in their opinion regarding

this. The Rationalist Psychology maintained

that the mental principle considered as

a substance is separate from the body, haying

personal identit}
r and individuality. This

spiritualistic theory of the self, which is within

easy reach of popular thought and was advocated

by the Scholastics, holds that within each of us

there is an Immaterial spiritual substance called

the soul. This soul or the psychical subtance

underlies ail psychical phenomena and thinks^

feels, wills and persists through all changes of

psychical activity. This doctrine was enunciated

in a telling way by Maher in his famous

sentence that psychology without soul is like

the play of Hamlet without the Prince of

Denmark. This theory can be traced back to

Aristotle and Plato and it received its complete

elaboration In the hands of the Scholastics,DR
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Thomas Acquinas & others. Descartes gave this

theory currency by a statement that the self

is a thinking substance. Hobbes Locke and

Berkeley defended it. Leibnitz also supported

this theory and held that souls are monads or

vSpiritual atoms. Christian Wolff strongly

supported the theory of soul-substance in his

Rational Psychology. He declares that, the

principle of individuality within us must be

substantial, for there can be no psychic activity

without a concrete agent. Thought is simple

immaterial and 'spontaneous or free i. e. not

determined ab extra. For these objective reasons

the principle of psychic life or the soul must be

Immaterial simple as well as substantial in

which the various psychic functions inhere.

The consequences of the simplicity and the

substantiality of the soul are its incorruptibi-

lity and immortality.

Kant coming after Wolff brought out his

logical inconsistencies rind thereby subverted

the traditional Rational Psychology. He shows

that underlying Rational Psychology there was

the fallacy of Petiiio Pnncipit. The conclusion,

.cogito ergo sum, from "I think," to "I exist"

from the ego as the logical subject to the ego asDR
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STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT. 43

the metaphysical entity is fallacious. The

result of Kant's Critique of Rational Psychology

is that no Rational Psychology is possible.

Fechner Wundt and Paulsen reject the theory of

soul substance. The essence of soul consists in

psychic life. If we subtract the psychical process,

no substance is left behind. The soul substance

is a survival of a worn out Metaphysics.

Wundt shows that it is impossible to apply the"

concept of substantiality to the soul. If a

support is to be found for soul life, it must be

sought not in an isolated rigid block of reality

which is posited absolutely but in the comprehen-

sive whole, from which, on which and in which

it is. The soul is brought in as a principle of

explanation of the psychic life, but about the soul

nothing is known. The concept of the soul,

therefore, has its origin in that sort of philosphy

whose great maxim according to Dr. Hodgson is:

Whateveryou are totally ignorant of, assert to be

the explanation of everything else. The soul

theory is a complete superfluity the substantial

soul is a mataphysical blank explaining nothing

and guaranteeing nothing. Hence the bankru-

ptcy of the soul theory needs no further proof
and discussion.

Popular thought is inclined to the con-DR
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44 STUDIES IN HIODU THOUFHT.

ception that presentation is the real characteris-

tic of the self. The intellectualihtic philosophers

also have adopted this view. Herbart carried

out his intellectualistic theory systematically

and showed that all states of consciousness can

be derived from ideas and|their relations. Sankarr
like Herbart, makes thought the essence of the

self. The self, according to him, is identical
9 with thought. We apply the concepts of volition

and feeling to the self, under the spell of cosmic

illusion.

Modern Psycholog}', which is more partial

to biological views than its predecessor, is

gradually approximating Schopenhauer's Volun-

taristic metaphysics. Four reasons can be put

forward in support of the Voluntaristic psycho-

logy. Firstly, the evolution from lower animals

to mn is an evolution from will to thought.

Secondly, the evolution from childhood to man-

hood is also an evolution from will to thought.

Thirdly, it is will and not the understanding

which gives to life its purpose. And fourthly,

interest which is an aspect of will, manifests

itself as the predominant element in the world

of ideas and movements. Hence will is the

essence of psychical life. Kant gives primacyDR
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to his practical reasou. Bergson says that

intellect is an appendage to action. The funda-

mental teaching in James seems to be his theory
of the primacy of will, and the consequent subor-

dinate position of intellect as merely the

instrument of the will. This is the central

idea of his theory of pragmatism. Hoffding

regards will as the original form of consciousness.

The intellectual and emotional elements are

merely links in the chain that lead to action. The

development of the individual proceeds from will

to will. Hence Sankar's intellectualistic posi-

tion is untenable.

Kant, Ward and others, however, hold

intellect to be the primordial factor, the other

two depending more or less upon it. A careful

survey of the facts of consciousness justifies the

view that cognitive energy is the st*>e gua non

of mental life. Feeling always pre-supposes and

involves discrimination. Will also implies

intelligence, voluntary action involves choice

and choice presupposes discrimination. Even

the life-preserving movements of monera, the

lowest forms of animal existence, involve r* "*-

ments of intellection. This is confirmed by

Schneider in his book "On the developement ofDR
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46 STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

the expression of will in the animal kingdom.
"

Thus intellect seems to be the fundamental

faculty and the intellectualistic position of

Sankar is maintained.

The unity of the self has been looked at,

in Indian thought, from different standpoints

(i) As knower (iTrfT). This laj^s strees on the

cognitive side. This is Saiikar's View. (2) As

agent (c?rrTT). This lays stress on the active side.

This is the Nyaya view. (3) As enjoyer (Htari).

This lays stress on the feeling aspect or passive

aspect. This is the view of the Sankhya. In

Europe, on the otherhand, the unity of the self

has been looked only from the epistemological

point of view. Sankar applies only the categorj'

of 'WleSc^ to the self. This position, however, is

difficult to maintain, according to his opponents.

He has no logical ground to maintain, says his

opponent, that the self is a knower and neither

an agent nor an enjojer. Hut in reply it ma}-

be said that Sinkar's metaphysics is intellec-

tualistic. It is only under the phenomenal

aspect tli at the concepts of agency and enjoying
are applicable to the self.

The unity of the self is constituted neither

by the bodily vehicle, nor by the senses norDR
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STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT. 47

by a series of cognitions, neither is it a nothing,
The self is not a transcendental substance, as-
is maintained by Ramanuja, Ballav and others.
The self, as. Sankar maintains, is a transcenden-
tal subject. Thought and being are identical
in the self. The self is one ultimate reality
without *3tratews,fo5W?f)^ and ^siriv^ i.e. the
self is one without a second, 'q^lmfei^' *JI%^T-

But under the spell of cosmic illusion, the
manifests itself in a peculiar way and

becomes subject to a set of upadbis (attribute)
manas Indriyas etc and this appears to indivi-
dualise itself. This is the phenomenal aspect
(**TH aspect) of Sankara's self which is a really
transcendental subject. Sankar's self is thought

But Spinoza's Absolute is a substance
with attributes. Sankar's self may also be dis-

guished from the Original of Plotinus. The
ngmaP of Plotinus transcends all thought and

being while in Sankar's self thought (faj) and
being (wj) become absolutely identical. A<ram

5 Absolute ego is at first unconscious'and
mes conscious only in so far as it fmitises

tself, and opposes itself as non-ego to itself as
ego. Sankar's self is self conscious from eternity.
Consciousness is rather the very stuff out of
which it is made. Sankar's self may also beDR
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48 STUDIES IN HINDU THOUGHT.

distinguished from Hegel's Absolute spirit which

realises and completes itself in and through

this world which is, therefore, a stage in the

evolution of the spirit from the state of abstract-

ness to that of concreteness. Sankar's self,

however, is complete from eternity and does not

need the world for its self realisation. Sankar

emphatically maintains, in opposition to all

other Opposite Schools of philosophy, that the

self is not a transcendental substance but a.

/transcendental subject
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